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Reaching Out to the
Research Community
HE HSUS DOES NOT
categorically oppose all uses of animals in current research as we work with
others toward the day when
animals will no longer be necessary
as laboratory subjects. But we are, of
course, dedicated to relieving the suffering of research animals. That is at the
heart of The HSUS's campaign to eliminate pain and distress in the animal laboratory by the year 2020 (see the
Summer 1998 HSUS News).
To accomplish this goal, there must
be consensus in defining pain and distress and a united effort on the part of
scientists, animal protectionists, and the
general public to achieve the goal.
Agreeing on what constitutes unnecessary pain and distress hasn't always been easy Take, for example, two
events that occurred in 1984. In the
first, Leonard Bailey, M.D., killed a baboon and used the animal's heart to replace the defective heart of a human infant known as Baby Fae. In the second,
animal activists broke into a head trauma
laboratory at the University of Pennsylvania and removed videotapes of baboons being subjected to experimental
trauma and subsequent evaluation.
Animal activists protested both the Baby
Fae transplant and the Pennsylvania experiments. In the case of Baby Fae, the
media was largely hostile to the case put
forward by animal activists, namely, that
this was an unnecessary and undesirable
use of an animal. The reverse was true
with regard to the head trauma laboratory The media condemned the Pennsylvania research as "torture" and "abuse."
How could two instances of research using the same species be viewed
so differently? In the case of Baby Fae,
the public viewed the utility and value
of saving a human baby as high (even
though Baby Fae died a few weeks after

the transplant). In the case of the head
trauma research, the public saw little
value in the research and viewed the
suffering of the animals as grotesque
and unnecessary
Images of animal suffering in the research laboratory usually evoke strong
negative reactions from the public and
from all of us working for animal protection. What is not well known is that
scientists are also upset by the suffering
of the animals they use. Arnold Arluke,
Ph.D., a sociology professor at Northeastern University, has reported that uneasiness and guilt become a psychological burden for those using animals in
research.
Because so many scientists and researchers share our concerns about animal suffering, we have designed our
pain and distress campaign as a narrowly focused initiative whose goal is gaining the cooperation and support of research scientists and research institutions. After all, they will develop and
implement the policies that will make
this goal a reality
First, we have invited every institutional animal care and use committee
(IACUC) in the country to cooperate
with us in setting and achieving the
goal. Because these federally mandated
committees review all proposals that
use animals in research, testing, or education, they can have a positive impact
on how animals are used in laboratories.
Second, we have commissioned a
report from an international panel of
experts on the recognition and alleviation of pain and distress. Current methods of assessing and recognizing painor even more important, distress and
suffering-are crude and arbitrary. If
animal suffering is not recognized, there
can be no pressure to address the circumstances that cause that suffering.
Third, we are discussing ways that
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the U.S. Department of Agriculture can
improve the reporting of pain and distress to provide more accurate identification of procedures that cause suffering.
Finally, we will be asking research
institutions to support studies that will
improve our ability to recognize animal
suffering and eliminate it.
The alleviation of suffering, for animals and humans alike, is at the heart of
our mission. We believe that our mission is shared by many in the research
community, and we seek to enlist their
support for this ambitious and important campaign.
This campaign to eliminate animal
pain and distress in the laboratory
will improve our understanding and
recognition of animal suffering in
general, thereby strengthening our ongoing efforts to eliminate the suffering
of all animals.
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Y QUESTION IS
simple," writes a
reader from Pennsylvania. "What needs
to be done to have
the animals [pictured in the HSUS
News] removed from their horrific
living conditions NOW? Do we go in
and snap pictures of [such] hell and
simply walk away without doing
anything for the life of these innocent
victims of man~"
Her question is one we've heard
before. When you read Virginia
Bollinger's account (on page 20) of
our recent investigation into the dog
and cat fur trade, you, too, may wonder how our investigators can stand
by and watch animals being exploited, tortured, and even slaughtered
without coming to their aid.
"Undercover investigators walk a
very fine line," says Virginia. "If we
make our concern for the animals too
obvious, we run the risk of 'blowing
our cover'-and the investigation.
That doesn't do anyone any good.
And The HSUS has no law enforcement authority Our primary purpose
is to document abuses and present evidence to the public and to lawmakers. That said, there are times during

Richard W Swain]r., HSUS vice
president, Investigative Services,
inspects "plates" of cat fur stacked
in a Chinese warehouse.
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undercover operations when we can
take action without drawing too much
attention to ourselves, and we take advantage of those opportunities.
"It is by no means easy to stand
by and witness animals suffering
without being able to take immediate
action to help them. The solution is
preventing such situations from ever
happening in the first place."
Investigators have told me that
when they must witness animal suffering-sometimes having to joke or
laugh about it in order to stay in
character-they make a silent vow to
the animals that their suffering will
not be in vain. The photographs and
video footage of their ordeal will be
used to counter claims by our adversaries that such cruelty doesn't exist,
didn't happen, or is exaggeratedand to soften the hearts of those who
don't care either way
It is a difficult job. Undercover investigators tum over rocks to expose
the dark side of human nature. It is
up to the rest of us to deal with whatever crawls out.
Our disturbing report on the
trade in dog and cat fur is in contrast
to Dan Looker's inspiring profile of a
farming visionary, Tom Frantzen (on
page 14). When we asked Dan, a
journalist, to interview this wellknown activist farmer, he reported,
"Tom travels quite a bit to tell other
farmers and people interested in agriculture about his hog-raising system
and his views on sustainable agriculture-at least half a dozen trips a
year. This year he has spoken at the
University of Nebraska-right in the
middle of a busy harvest seasonand in Wisconsin, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania." The economics of hog
production are such, says Dan, that
"it's crucial that consumers look for
meat from humanely raised livestock
if they want sustainable family farms
to survive."

_A_.#,._t.~
Deborah]. Salem, Editor

Too Graphic?
I'M HAPPY THAT OTHERS WROTE
about the horrible pictures you printed
[Letters, Fall 1998 HSUS News]. Such
articles are not necessary to bring the
message to the public. We donate
[money] because we are aware of the
situation.
joy Moritz
Union, Nj
AT ONE TIME IN MY LIFE, I ALSO
was very offended by the upsetting
photos of animals in pain, homeless, or
tortured, as these photos plagued me
night and day After many years, I have
learned that I now need to read or see
some of the horrors that our precious
animals face. The sadness that exists for
animals actually gives me the drive that
I need to participate actively with several organizations. Hopefully, fewer and
fewer upsetting photos will appear in
various news publications until, one
day, all stories have happy endings. In
the meantime, I am fighting like crazy
to make sure our beautiful animals get
a fair shake in life.
Nancy O'Sullivan
Corcoran, MN

EDITOR

Deborah]. Salem
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(below) is a shepherd mix, but only
Bailey, a Mmyland animal shelter graduate, knows for sure.-Ed.

Another View of Fur
IT IS NAIVE TO BELIEVE THE FUR
industry is as barbaric as it once was in
the past-trapping, mutilation, suffering ["The Last Gasps of the Fur Trade,"
Fall 1998 HSUS News]. As times
change, people and technology change,
for the better. God gave us fur and natural fiber to wear, both of which stem
from nature. I can guarantee HSUS that
the year 2000 will not be fur-free for
this family, nor for any other families or
friends I questioned. We are a loving,
compassionate people who do not
waste but utilize nature to the fullest.
Paulette Caruso
Laconia, NH

Kudos
KUDOS FOR EXPANDING HSUS
News to include writers from outside
the Society. The Fall 1998 issue was a
keeper-Matthew Scullys article, "The
Last Gasps of the Fur Trade," sheer brilliance. Not only was the piece incredibly well researched, but Mr. Scully's
dry wit made it easier to read about this
painful topic. Fresh voices such as his
are bound to make a good publication
even better.
Hope C. Tarr
The Prevent a Litter Coalition (PaLC)
Pet Overpopulation STAMP OUT Campaign
Arlington, VA

Sally Lindfors
ASSJ~TANT EDITOR

Animal Friendly Investing

Brooke Sabin

ART DW.l2CTOR

Paula Jaworski

Separated at Birth?
IN YOUR SPRING 1998ISSUE THERE
is a white dog, Bailey, pictured on page
35. I would like to know if you are able
to identify the breed of the dog. My
dog Babette looks like Bailey's twin.
jayne Crawford
Lawrenceville, GA

Owner Kathy Milani guesses that Bailey

IN YOUR FALL 1998 ISSUE, YOU
mentioned the Animal Friendly
Investment Club of the Capital Area
["Investing with Care"]. Do you have
an address for them?
Susan Scott
via e-mail

Club President Margaret Carpenter can be
reached via e-mail at mcarpent@capaccess.org.-Ed.

No Fan of the Electronic Age
I JUST READ THE LETTER FROM
Kimberly D. Farrar in the Fall 1998
HSUS News asking what a low-budget
person could contribute to help prevent
the suffering of animals. I was happy to
learn of the Animal Activist Alert, but the
editors note states that "you can access
our electronic newsletter for even more
timely information." Why is all of this
additional information not available to
those of us who do not have a computer
for financial and other reasons? It's
almost like being punished for not
being able to own a computer.
Audra Collins
Chillicothe, OH

Most public librmies now offer access to
the Internet free of charge or at nominal
cost via librmy computers. Many even offer
instruction on how to navigate the World
Wide Web. Because of the ease with which
information can be updated and the low
cost of information delive1y, the Internet
offers opportunities to HSUS members
that are impossible for economic reasons to
offer through traditional publishing technology. We view our Internet communications as valuable additions to-not substitutions for-our print materials.-Ed.

A Timely Correction
IN "CHECK OUT OUR LIBRARY!"
(Fall 1998 HSUS News), the phone
number given for more information on
our Alternatives Loan Program was
incorrect. The correct number is
301-258-3042.

We welcome letters from HSUS News
readers and will publish as many as we
can in upcoming issues. We reserve the
right to edit letters for publication. Send
to Editor; HSUS News, The HSUS, 2100
L St., NW, Washington, DC 20037, or
e-mail hsusdjs@erols.com.
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No Coincidence

A Heart of Gold
WORLD CHAMPION WRESTLER BILL GOLDBERG HAS JOINED THE HSUS IN
the fight for more humane treatment of animals. Mr. Goldberg helped us create an
HSUS public service announcement about the cruelties involved in animal fighting
and a full-color poster for young people, "Real Champions Care about AnimalsAll Animals." The posters message? Farm animals deserve humane treatment and
protection from cruelty, just as companion and wild animals do.

Help for Native Peoples

Clockwise from above: a medical team checks spay/neuter
patients at Cheyenne River;
team members geld a horse
on a reservation where
veterinary services
were unavailable;
The HSUS's Chris
Champine and David
L. Pauli, right,
·
vaccinate dogs on the
Rosebud reservation.
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THE HSUS RECENTLY COSPONSORED AND PARTICIPATED IN
twelve no-cost spay/neuter clinics on eight Native American reservations
in Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota.
With cosponsor University of Tennessee, we spent twenty days on the
Sioux Nation reservations in South Dakota (Cheyenne River, Pine Ridge,
and Rosebud) and North Dakota (Devil's Lake, Fort Berthold, and
Standing Rock). Other clinics were cosponsored by the Montana
Spay/Neuter Task Force or local veterinarians, among others.
These clinics take place in poor, rural areas where few feasible alternatives are available for solving the problems caused by pet overpopulation
and roaming animals. In some cases no private veterinary services are
available. In others serious public safety issues must be addressed. In Saint
Francis, South Dakota, for example, children and the elderly suffer from
an abnormally high incidence of dog bites from free-roaming dogs.
Our reception by the Native Americans has been gratifying. Local tribal activists are now
talking to us about how to provide humane education and achieve long-term solutions to tribal animal issues. The special clinics have allowed us to work with tribal leaders, public health
officials, and individual tribal members
who would otherwise be difficult to reach.
Our HSUS team complements existing
veterinary services by supplying community members with humane education
materials and animal-handling aids such
as nylon leashes and cardboard cat carriers. At the request of several tribal governments, we have made presentations on
humane care and dog bite prevention at
schools and community centers. We have
3
'~' also assisted at a microchip-identification
clinic for pets and discussed nonlethal wildlife control with appropriate parties.
In 1996 we organized a unique effort at the Fort Peck Indian Reservation in
Montana, where animal control professionals from across the region participated in a
large-scale animal rescue operation. Last year we also assisted at a four-day
spay/neuter clinic on Montanas Blackfeet Indian Reservation.
We know that we have reduced the number of risks faced by hundreds of reservation animals and prevented thousands of surplus puppies and kittens from adding to
the pet overpopulation problem. We have also learned more about Native American
issues and cultures, which will be of even greater value than clinics for fostering longterm solutions.

DRIFT NETS CAN BE DEADLY FOR MANY OCEAN CREATURES
who become entangled in an invisible "wall" of netting. Along the
U.S. East Coast, a
·
tangled large numbers· ·
ly endangered North
dolphins. When the
ably high, the Marine
the creation of a team
tives of the fishing ,.,.,,,,c,·~
state and federal "-);c:uuLt::::.;
ommendations for
net "take reduction"
HSUS marine mammal
Although the team· ·
eluding acoustic det:err·en<:e
duce marine mammal
Service (NMFS) never
recommendations.
Then, after having
..
of the threat its fishing .
whale, the swordfish drift~net
on August 1;
1998. The fishing boats were to return to port by August 14 so
the NMFS could determine if the fleet had caught its quota of
swordfish.
On August 19 The HSUS received word that the fleet's ten
boats had killed a record number of whales and dolphins, in-

and 11 rarely seen beaked
34 endangered or threatand releasing others alive. The
·.of swordfish, however, so the
vvJ,.t.1)<,,u<- boats to return to sea even
!l);liUXietnaJnUlals aridturtles would suffer and die
HSUS staff feverishly drafted a lawsuit that asked a federal
court to prevent the NMFS from reopening the fishery John W
Grandy, Ph.D., HSUS senior vice president for Wildlife
Programs, called the NMFS to warn it of our impending lawsuit.
Less than a week later, not coincidentally, the NMFS announced
that the drift-net swordfish fishery would remain closed.

Farm Practices Matter

Intensive production of chickens
(top) and hogs (above)
engenders serious animal
protection issues; the scale of
industrial hogfarms (below)
raises environmental concerns.

THE HSUS HAS CALLED ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to establish a moratorium on new factory
farms as part of the agencies' plan for managing the massive environmental pollution caused
by factory farms nationwide. Factory farms produce five tons of waste annually for every U.S.
citizen, and waste from hog and chicken factory farms has been identified as one of the fastest
growing, most devastating threats to our rivers. Although the new EPA-USDA plan acknowledges that factory farms are massive polluters, it saddles taxpayers and small farmers with the
cost of cleanup and allows factory farms to escape accountability: It does not acknowledge
that the root of the problem is the way factory farms warehouse animals in massive numbers.
The HSUS has joined more than 130 local and national organizations to push for environmental and ethical accountability for factory farms.
We've also joined Farm Sanctuary, other animal protection groups, and livestock industry
representatives to petition the Food and Drug Administration and the USDA to immediately
classify the meat from all downed animals as "adulterated" and unfit for human consumption.
"Downed" animals (animals too sick or injured to walk) are often handled abusively-kicked,
dragged, and shocked in the process of being transported to slaughter. Although they are mistreated, the motivation to keep these ill and injured animals alive until arrival at the slaughterhouse is strong, for only live animals bring the higher sales price and can be used for human
consumption. (Animals who have died en route may not be sellable, and their use for human
consumption is prohibited.) With rising concern over food safety risks, the problem of
downed animals now carries with it the potential for even more serious threats to the health of
trl consumers. Since the meat from one cow can contaminate sixteen tons
~ of mass-processed meat, it is irresponsible to allow the introduction of
~ any unnecessary food safety risk into the food supply: Classifying the
~
103 meat from downed animals as unfit for human consumption will not
~ only remove the monetary incentive to keep downed animals alive, but
:: also eliminate a completely unnecessary food safety risk.
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Justice for Scruffy
ON FEBRUARY 6, 1998, AN ANONYMOUS PERSON
turned a videotape over to the Kansas City; Kansas, police department; the videotape showed four men setting a Yorkshire
terrier on fire and beating him to death.
The case attracted national attention. It
was the topic of a one-hour Mantel
Williams television show (featuring The
HSUSs Randall Lockwood, Ph.D., vice
president for Training Initiatives), and
the district attorney's office received five
thousand letters calling for vigorous
Lockwood,
prosecution of those involved.
Ph.D., discussScruffys owner, Dizzy Whitmire, told
es Scruffy on
police that the dog had been lost.
Mantel
HSUS Midwest Regional Director
Williams.
Wendell Maddox called Assistant District
Attorney Terra Morehead, Esq., to offer The HSUSs assistance
in prosecuting the case. To help her develop a profile on the
suspects, Mr. Maddox sent Ms. Morehead The HSUSs First
StrikeT" and other materials on the connection between violence against animals and violence against humans.
Police filed felony arson charges against Marcus Rodriguez,
Richard Golubski, Lance Arsenault, and Jose Gutierrez and issued warrants for their arrest. The district attorneys office later
amended the charges to include animal cruelty
The HSUS, along with Crime Stoppers, a Kansas City
anti-crime group, offered rewards for apprehension of the
suspects. As a result of the offer, The HSUS received information that led to the arrest of Mr. Rodriguez on February 13.
Police soon had all four suspects in custody

up ront

Lance Arsenault
(right) was
sentenced to
twenty-four
months in prison
after Scruffy's
death.
In April Messrs. Golubski, Gutierrez, and Arsenault appeared before Wyandotte County District Judge R. Wayne
Lampson. Mr. Golubski admitted that he had choked the
dog; Mr. Gutierrez admitted that he had videotaped the incident. Judge Lampson convicted both men of felony arson
and animal cruelty Mr. Arsenault pleaded guilty to animal
cruelty and was later convicted of felony arson. In August jurors found Mr. Rodriguez, who had pleaded guilty to the animal cruelty charge, also guilty of felony arson.
Judge Lampson sentenced Mr. Golubski to thirteen
months in jail for arson and one year for animal cruelty He
was placed on twenty-four months' probation for both
counts, ordered to undergo a psychological assessment, and
required to complete two hundred hours of community service. Mr. Gutierrez was sentenced to seventeen months in jail
for arson and twelve months for animal cruelty He, too, was
given twenty-four months' probation on both charges and ordered to complete two hundred hours of community service.
Judge Lampson sent Mr. Arsenault to prison for twentyfour months for the arson charge. Mr. Rodriguez was sentenced to prison for twenty-seven months. Each was also given one year of probation for animal cruelty
On September 24 Mr. Gutierrez had his probation
revoked and is now serving seventeen months in prison.
Dr. Lockwood testified during the sentencing hearings of
the defendants. He recommended additional jail time,
psychological or psychiatric assessment, and the longest
probationary period possible for all of them.

Bonnie and Georges
Pay a Call
The HSUS helps the hurricane-ravaged South

I
I

Home on the (Suburban) Range
THE HSUS WAS PLEASED WHEN ACTOR ALEC BALDWIN OFFERED TO CREATE
a video public service announcement about factory farming for National Farm
Animals Awareness Week in September, but little did we know that at the same time
a would-be celebrity would try to grab the spotlight by showing up at our back door.
For several days HSUS staff in our suburban Gaithersburg, Maryland, office had
heard strange reports of a full-grown cow slipping in and out of the trees behind the
building. Employees at nearby office buildings had al~9 reported seeing a cow, yet no
one had reported one missing. Cows have escapedfr9ru.J~rtl):8; sla:q.ghterhciuses, and
cattle trucks, but this one was smart enough to sho\V :tJp. attl-ie silc~l)Jace where she
would surely be welcomed and protected from harm.:.2tl:i:~ f!S1)$:> ' c
·
Working with local animal control officials, HSUS staffhegah keeping a constant
supply of feed, hay; and water in one spot behind the building. Once the cow-a sixteen-hundred-pound Hereford-began returning to this location, we erected a small
corral around the feeding area, leaving a large gate open for her to enter. We patiently waited until she arrived for dinner at 9:30 one Friday evening. Lisa Marie ("Lisa,"
after a local animal control officer, and "Marie," because, as one staff member put it,
"that cow has been spotted in more places than Elvis Presley") was wary of entering
the makeshift enclosure, but we were eventually able to close the gate behind her. A
short time later, the wanderer was on her way to nearby Poplar Spring Animal
Sanctuary; her new home.
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Elusive Lisa Marie lurks near
the HSUS Gaithersburg
operations center.

T

HE UNITED STATES WAS STRUCK
with a one-two punch last hurricane season when Hurricane
Georges followed on the heels of
Hurricane Bonnie.
Both hurricanes moved slowly and
then lingered, which caused substantial
flooding. In the wake of Hurricane
Bonnie in August, HSUS Disaster
Services Director Chris Champine
and other HSUS staff traveled to North
Carolina, where some roofs had been
ripped away and power lost to more
than three hundred thousand customers
in the Morehead City and Wrightsville
Beach areas. HSUS staff worked with
state and national emergency preparedness agencies on including an animal
component in public messages. They
also joined the Rapid Assessment Team
of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency and surveyed the affected areas,
finding few animal-related problems.
This success was due in part to the ongoing efforts by The HSUS to educate
the public and emergency management
officials about how to care for animals
during natural disasters.
Less than a month later, on
September 23, 1998, Hurricane
Georges forced a mandatory evacuation
of the Florida Keys and most of southern Florida after causing considerable
damage in Puerto Rico. As the storm
drew closer to the U.S. mainland, The
HSUS sent out press releases that provided instructions on how to take care

of pets during evacuation and
possible flooding in the area. A
portion of the Keys was severely damaged due to high winds
and flooding; however, the animal populations fared well. As
Georges cleared the Keys and
moved into the Gulf of Mexico,
HSUS staff and the rest of
Floridas animal damage assessment team visited all affected animal facilities. They also visited Big Pine Key
to check on its endangered Key deer.
Fortunately; all one hundred radio-collared deer were found alive and well.
Northwest Florida bore the brunt
of the rains and over the next week experienced record flooding of all its
rivers. But Hurricane Georges also
turned its attention to the Gulf coasts
of Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi.
HSUS regional staff were deployed
throughout the area to assess the damage and provide assistance.
Staff and volunteers from the
Houston (Texas) Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(SPCA), The HSUS, and other groups
distributed supplies and made minor
repairs to several local animal shelters
and to the facility of the Wildlife
Rehabilitation and Nature Preservation
Society, in Long Beach, Mississippi.
The HSUS deployed teams to rescue
animals endangered by rising waters
and to feed pets whose owners were
unable to return. Staff from Houston's
SPCA and The HSUS rescued emus
who had been standing in floodwaters
for five days. Eight emus had died, and
the fourteen survivors were moved to
the Jackson County Animal Shelter in
Pascagoula, Mississippi, where a veterinarian provided medical treatment.
The HSUS provided financial assis-

Top: Dogs on a rooftop in flooded
Moss Point, Mississippi, anxiously
await rescue. Above: Key West
resident Linda Todhunter comforts a
cat pulled from the wreckage. Below:
The HSUS's Geoffrey Simmons herds
stranded emus to safety.
tance to the Humane Society of South
Mississippi, the Wildlife Rehabilitation
and Nature Preservation Society; and
the Associacion Pro Albergue y
Proteccion de Animales shelter in
Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, to repair flood
and storm damage.
"Hurricane Georges will be remembered as the storm that just wouldn't go
away;" said HSUS Southeast Regional
Director Laura Bevan. "In Florida the
number of animals affected was minimal compared to the overall hurricane
damage. The HSUS has worked extensively since 1992's Hurricane Andrew
to educate the public about caring for
their pets. Our efforts have paid off."
Every pet owner should have a disaster plan in place for every member of
the family; whether human or animal.
The HSUS will educate and assist in
this effort. These responsibilities cannot be taken lightly In times of disaster,
every victim counts.
For more information write to
Disaster Services, The HSUS, 2100 L
St., NW, Washington, DC 20037.
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Voters Speak in Nine States
Pro-animal measures prevail in seven of eleven contests

O

N NOVEMBER 3 VOTERS IN
nine states decided eleven
statewide ballot measures with
major implications for animals. Voters
approved some very significant reforms
advocated by The HSUS, but they rejected others. Overall, voters agreed with
HSUS recommendations in seven of
eleven campaigns.
Voters in Arizona and Missouri overwhelmingly approved HSUS-backed
propositions to outlaw the gruesome and
barbaric practice of cockfighting, in which
roosters are drugged, fitted with metal
knives affixed to their legs, and forced
to fight to the death
for human amusement. Arizonans
approved the
cockfighting
ban with a 68
percent majority (despite a lastminute appeal from
actor Wilfred
Brimley to continue to allow this
bloodsport); 63 percent
of Missouri voters approved a
similar measure. Only
three states-Louisiana,
New Mexico, and Oklahoma-now permit cockfighting.
Encouraged by strong
support from The HSUS,
California voters handily approved a measure to outlaw
the use of body-gripping
traps, including the dreaded
steel-jaw leghold trap, for recreation
or commerce in fur. Voters in
Arizona, Colorado, and Massachusetts
have also approved HSUS-backed trap
bans in recent elections. The California
measure, Proposition 4, also outlaws
the use of two poisons-Compound
1080 and sodium cyanide-used principally by U.S. Department of Agriculture
field personnel engaged in killing coyotes

8
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as a de facto subsidy for the western livestock grazing industry In a model example of interorganizational cooperation,
seven national animal protection organizations, led by The HSUS, sponsored this
landmark initiative, which was approved
by 57.6 percent of the voters.
California voters also approved, with
59.4 percent of the vote, a measure to
ban the commercial sale of horses for human consumption. Proposition 6 was
spearheaded by the California group Save
the Horses. The HSUS has in recent years
exposed the inhumane treatment of
horses transported and slaughtered in
the United States and then shipped to
foreign markets for sale for
human consumption.
Voters in Colorado favored Amendment 14,
which imposes regulations on corporate
hog lots. Clustering thousands of
pigs in small buildings, these corporate
farms produce massive
waste, polluting groundwater and putrefying
the air. Such conditions deny
the animals
any basic
comforts.
Voters passed Amendment 14with
a 62 percent
majority;
they rejected
an industrybacked countermeasure by a
similar margin. In South Dakota voters
approved a similar initiative limiting
corporate farming.
The HSUS backed a land preservation
measure in New Jersey that was approved
overwhelmingly in that fast-growing
state. The HSUS is strongly committed to
protecting the habitats of wild animals,
and our support for this measure was

motivated by that concern.
While The HSUS helped achieve these
major successes, we suffered a major setback in Ohio, where voters rejected by
three to two a measure to restore the state's
once long-standing protection for
mourning doves. Hunting and gun industry groups spent $3 million on the campaign, outspending The HSUS and other
dove protectors eight to one. They also
launched a remarkably deceptive advertising campaign, falsely arguing that the plainly worded measure was a first step to ban
all animal research and farming. Clearly,
this misinformation campaign duped voters, and dove protectors did not have
the funds to counter the false charges.
Other bad news came in Utah and
Minnesota, whose voters approved measures referred to the ballot by state legislatures to protect hunting rights. Utah voters approved Proposition 5 by a 54 percent majority, establishing a requirement
that all wildlife protection initiatives
must secure a two-thirds majority vote to
pass. In Minnesota voters handily approved Amendment 2, which declares
that "hunting, fishing, and the taking of
game are a valued part of our heritage
that shall be forever preserved." While
editorial writers and other opinionmakers in these states agreed with The
HSUS that these measures were dangerous and constituted bad policy, our side
was again badly outspent-five to one in
Minnesota and twelve to one in Utah.
In the 1990s The HSUS has emerged
as a national leader in using the initiative
process to advance meaningful policy reforms. Animal protection measures have
emerged as among the most popular
measures on statewide ballots. Since
1990 voters have sided with animal protectors in seventeen of twenty-four campaigns, one of the best winning records
of any social movement that has used the
initiative process. We will continue to use
this process in a careful way when legislators fail to enact popular and long-overdue reforms.
-Wayne Pacelle, senior vice president,
Communications and Government Affairs

The Makah Prepare
to Go A-Whaling
U.S., tribal plan draws fire

F

OR MORE THAN HALF A CENTURY,
gray whales have migrated peacefully past Washington State's
Olympic Peninsula on their way to and
from their northern feeding grounds in
the Bering Sea and southern nurseries in
Baja, California. Now these whales face
death from whalers in U.S. waters.
Claiming a need to instill cultural
pride in its young people, the Makah
Tribe of Neah Bay, Washington, seeks to
revive its long-dormant whaling tradition. In an 1855 treaty with the U.S. government, the Makah reserved the right to
whale, but they have not actually killed
whales for more than seventy years. Now
the U.S. National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) has signed an agreement
with the Makah that allows them to kill
as many as five gray whales a year until
the year 2002. In the agreement the
Makah say they will not sell any whale
meat and will target only migrating
whales. In keeping with tradition, the
whalers intend to paddle a dugout canoe
and throw a handheld harpoon. But in a
sharp departure from the past, supposedly to make the kill more humane, they
will follow the harpoon strike with shots
from an anti-tank rifle.
The HSUS has opposed the Makah
hunt since it was first proposed at the
1996 International Whaling Commission
(IWC) meeting in Aberdeen, Scotland
(see the Fall 1996 HSUS News). Most
IWC member countries agreed with The
HSUS that the hunt does not meet the
IWC's strict requirements for aboriginal
subsistence whaling. As a result, the U.S.
delegation withdrew its 1996 proposal in
the face of strong IWC opposition. In

Left: A gray whale
cow, front, and calf
frolic in a shallow
birthing lagoon off
the coast of Baja.
Right: Makah elder
Alberta Thompson
greets a gray whale
calf during a whalewatching expedition.
After Ms. Thompson
was harassed for
her opposition to a
proposed Makah
whale hunt, The
HSUS brought her
plight to the attention
of the NMFS, but
to no avail.

1997 the U.S. delegation to the IWC met
privately with the Russian delegation,
which was speaking on behalf of Siberia's
Chukchi natives. The two delegations
"bartered" their countries' allotments of
quotas set up by the IWC. The U.S. exchanged some of its quota of bowhead
whales for some of the gray whale quota
established in 1997 by the IWC for the
Chukchi natives. Without authorization
from the IWC, the NMFS then made the
gray whales "available" to the Makah.
The NMFS and the Makah came up with
an agreement on their own, and tribal
whalers prepared to go whaling in
October of 1998.
The HSUS and other whale advocates
have been engaged in talks with certain
Makah tribal members in an attempt to
reach a compromise acceptable to all. We
have actively encouraged the Makah to
run a whale-watching venture. We have
supported Alberta Thompson, a Makah
elder who has spoken out strongly
against her tribe's plan to hunt whales
and who as a result has been harassed
and fired from her longtime tribal job.
The HSUS has testified at two congressional appropriations hearings, explaining why the NMFS should stop
funding the Makah whaling efforts with
taxpayers' dollars (so far the NMFS has
given the Makah $335,000). We have attempted to set right the media, who continually report-erroneously-that the
IWC has authorized the Makah hunt.
And we are exploring potential legal action against the U.S. government for authorizing a hunt that has not been sanctioned by the IWC.
As of mid-November the Makah had

not yet launched their whaling canoe on
a serious hunting foray, partly due to bad
weather; in addition, protesters in boats
hovering off Neah Bay and a horde of television reporters were monitoring the
Makah's every move. The forty to fifty
gray whales then plying the waters off
Neah Bay were "residents" who typically
linger to feed in the Olympic Marine
Sanctuary rather than migrate all the way
to the Bering Sea. The Makah have
agreed not to hunt these friendly, local
whales and must consult with the NMFS
to determine whether the whales they
encounter are in fact migrating south.
Some speculated that the whaling crew
was not prepared for the hunt, either
physically or spiritually
The HSUS hopes that the Makah will
forego killing whales and opt instead for
a nonlethal cultural revival-throwing a
ceremonial harpoon that does not harm
or kill, a practice that would incorporate
all of the ritual, spiritual focus, and even
danger of the whale hunt. If the Makah
do kill a whale, we will press the matter
at the 1999 IWC meeting in Grenada.
No single government can unilaterally
authorize such a hunt. Otherwise, we
fear that the governments of Japan and
Norway and aboriginal groups in Canada
and elsewhere will not be far behind in
reviving "cultural" (but commercially attractive) whaling traditions.
-Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D., HSUS marine
mammal scientist •!•
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A crane lifts
the sling
carrying a
composed
Keiko to his
new sea pen
in Icelandic
waters. Keiko
has been an
ambassador
to the human
world, showing
people that
orcas are not
toys meant
for human
entertainment;
now he can be
an ambassador
back to the
wild.
deprive the public display industry of an
excuse not to rehabilitate and release its
own captive orcas.
The phenomenal popularity of Keiko
has already tarnished the image of the
public display industry: The industry claims
that displaying captive marine mammals is
important for educating people about
marine mammal species. But the more
people understand Keiko as an animal who
belongs in his own ecosystem, the more
people understand the cruelty of captivity
People want to see him swim free more
than they want to watch him perform
tricks. If Keiko is successfully rehabilitated,
it may be that audiences watching other
captive marine mammals will not be
satisfied by tricks either. They will want to
see those animals released as well.
But first a scientific protocol for release
of orcas into the wild must be developed.
The planning for Keiko's release was
painstaking. Simply finding the proper
location took months of research and
negotiation. Known as Vestmannaeyjar, the
Westman Islands off Icelands south coast
were chosen in part because of the
possibility that resident orcas might speak a
language similar to Keiko's. That should
help his assimilation; if Keiko is to survive,
he must find a pod to join.
It is no coincidence that Keiko is being
returned to an area that is discovering the
practical benefits of protecting whales.
Although some factions in Iceland are
pushing for the country to resume whaling,
the financial rewards of a growing whalewatching industry have been hard for
Iceland to ignore. The HSUS has begun an
active promotion of whale watching in the
area. According to Mr. Phillips, were it not
12
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for business leaders' assurances to Prime
Minister David Oddson that Iceland's
whales are worth far more alive than dead,
Keiko's return to Iceland wouldn't have had
a chance. Without the whale-watching
lobby, Mr. Phillips says, 'There wasn't even
a crack in the door."
Heimaey, Iceland; September 10,
9:55 A.M. Greenwich time: "Keiko
One" lands safely at the tiny Vestmannaeyjar
Airport after a nine-hour flight that required
two midair refuelings. Keiko seems comfortable, slathered with moisturizer and
cooled by his handlers with ice and a
constant stream of cold water.
An hour and a half after touchdown,
Keikos transport box is finally taken from
the plane and loaded onto a UPS flatbed
truck displaying a "Welcome Home, Willy"
banner. Along the two-mile route, hundreds
of Icelanders, including schoolchildren with
signs and flags, greet Keiko.
The destination is Keiko's new floating
pen, located in Klettsvik Bay near Heimaey,
the only inhabited Westman Island. The bay,
about 33 feet deep and protected by 600-foot
cliffs on three sides, teems with wildlife,
sometimes including orcas. A tall, mechanical crane lifts Keikos box from the truck and
lowers it onto a barge, and three tugboats
push the barge out to the pen. Above are
helicopters, and below are divers. The crane
then lifts Keiko, now in a sling, over the sea
pen, and for a moment he hovers.
Mr. Irwin watches from a boat about
one hundred feet from the sling and
wonders, "Is this going to work?" As Keiko
is lowered into the water, he tries to free
himself from the sling by pumping his
flukes. His handlers spread the sling, and in
a few strokes, Keiko is under North Atlantic

water for the first time since his capture. He
circles the pen, diving and surfacing,
vocalizing and echolocating to map out his
new home. A handler tosses fish, and Keiko
catches each one without hesitation. Ten
minutes later he checks in with his
handlers, but it's already obvious that his
real interest lies in his new surroundings.
Within a half hour ofKeikos release into
the pen, his handlers report that two wild
dolphins are nearby, looking in on Keiko.
Mr. Irwin recalls, 'To have wild dolphins
show up and have these creatures vocalizing
back and forth. . . . Everybody just cheered.
Here are these guys coming in from the
wild, stopping by to say hello. You need to
be careful you don't anthropomorphize, but
it just was a very moving experience."
Keiko's new pen is 250 feet long by 100
feet wide and around 30 feet deep, 60
percent larger than his Oregon pool. The
sides are mesh, so Keiko can see the rest of
the bay and acoustically interact with his
environment. Along the pens edges, there is
a walkway as well as two small buildings
that hold supplies and house the staff
members who keep watch over Keiko
around the clock.
As of late November, Keiko was
adjusting much more quickly to his new
environment than anyone expected. His

appetite indicates how far he has come: on
his first day in Oregon, Keiko had eaten five
pounds of fish; on his first day in Iceland,
he ate more than forty pounds. Stimulated
by his new environment, Keiko has increased his activity level tremendously He
is swimming in ways that he never has before.
He can stay underwater for approximately
eighteen minutes. He is already spending more
time submerged than he did in Oregon,
moving closer to the behavior of wild whales,
who usually spend 5-10 percent of their time
on the surface. Keiko is "vocalizing like hes

Keiko will decide ifhes
ready to be released.
never done before-much more than when
he was in Oregon," says Free Willy Keiko
Foundation's Bob Ratliffe. Furthermore, he
is making sounds that his trainers have
never heard him make before.
This is wonderful news. Naomi A. Rose,
Ph.D., HSUS marine mammal scientist,
observes, "Keikos response when he was
introduced to the sea pen was everything
one could hope for. He was immediately
active and explored his surroundings; he
was alert, vocalized repeatedly, and began
eating very soon after his arrival. In
particular, his vocalizing is a good sign. It
indicates he finds the acoustic properties of
his new surroundings more congenial than
those of a tank-which is not too
surprising-and that he has not forgotten
how to communicate. Given his behavior
since arriving in Iceland, Keikos suitability
as a release candidate has improved
markedly. Now we all await his reaction
when wild orcas first come by the pen."
If all goes as planned, Keikos world will
expand to include the entire bay as soon as
winter passes. His caretakers plan to fence
off the bay at the mouth and let Keiko swim,
for the first time in nineteen years; in an
environment whose walls are not man-

made. Will Keiko then move on to complete
independence? Nobody knows. Some are
certain that Keiko will go free. Free Willy
Keiko Foundation board member and
marine activist Jean-Michel Cousteau
observes, "If I had to bet [on when he can go
free], I'd say two years. My position is that it
should be as short [a time] as possible."
But nobody is going to push Keiko. Dr.
Rose says, "Keiko will decide if he's ready to
be released." She says "if," not "when,"
because nobody knows whether the story
will end with Keiko swimming off into the
distance and leaving humans behind
entirely Mr. Irwin sees many benefits even
if Keiko never makes the transition to
freedom. He explains, "If the Keiko story
were to end with the sea pen in
Vestmannaeyjar, it would be our opinion
that the knowledge that has been attained
at this point has made it worthwhile ....
However, most of us are committed to the
notion that Keiko will have an opportunity
to return to the wild."
Ms. Forkan says, "Our hope is that
Keiko will make it and that the other orcas
will follow." The commitment that has been
made to Keiko in terms of money and time
has not been made to Keiko alone, but to all
captive marine mammals. This enterprise is
not a romantic sequel to a popular movie
but rather a quest for scientific knowledge
about the methods of returning captive
marine mammals to the wild.
Although nobody wants to raise false
hopes, those who are closest to Keiko are
optimistic, and they have good reason to
be. As Mr. Phillips points out, "In each stage
hes ended up rising to the challenge. Now
we're going to confront him with a whole
bunch of new challenges .... My attitude
now is: Don't bet against him."
For more information about captive
marine mammals, contact Wildlife and
Habitat Protection, The HSUS, 2100 L St.,
Nw, Washington, DC 20037. •:•
Tanya Mulford is HSUS associate editOJ~

Keiko pumps his flukes to free himselffrom the sling (right). "Watching him being
lowered into the pen," says Paul G. Irwin, "was almost a spiritual experiencemystical and amazing." Keiko frolics in the sea pen (below). "He spends more time
below the surface and less time oriented toward his caretakers than he did in a
tank," says Naomi A. Rose, Ph.D.

HE 335-ACRE IOWA
farm of Tom and Irene
Frantzen and their
children might seem
an unlikely spot for an
agricultural revolution. But it's here, just
outside the small
community of Alta
Vista, where Tom
Frantzen has begun to
preach and to practice a new type of farming that he considers far more in harmony
with nature than current factory farming
methods. Mr. Frantzens farm raises natural, humanely reared hogs and cattle on
land that produces a variety of crops and
animal feed.
"The industrial system of agriculture
exploits people and it exploits natures genetic bounty [in order] to concentrate
wealth in the hands of a few large corporations, a few individuals. It's fundamentally
insane," he says. The forty-six-year-old Mr.
Frantzen has become an influential farmer
in the movement toward sustainable agriculture-a system of farming that not only
recycles resources to preserve soil and keep
water clean but also fosters small towns
and independent, family-operated farms.
For this system to work well, each farm
needs livestock, to consume hay and pasture, and other crops that help build the
soil. This system has become more viable
as organic food has become increasingly
popular among consumers. With prices for
many conventional crops down, alternative
agriculture is also being examined by a
growing number of conventional farmers
and university researchers.
"Sustainable agriculture, I think, is the
issue of our lifetime," Mr. Frantzen says.
'The development of a food system that is
ecologically humane and sociologically
sound is the greatest cause there is."
In northern Iowa, not far from the
Frantzen farm, huge complexes of mechanized hog farms have been springing up in
the vast flat fields of corn and soybeans.
"If you saw how the average hog is
treated out of confinement to get him to
the packer, you wouldn't buy pork from
that system. It's terrible," Mr. Frantzen says
(see sidebar).
Last summer he bought a boar for
14
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breeding from a large company that specializes in swine genetics. He was shocked
when the boar arrived bearing abrasions on
his knees and a wound on his hip.
"You ought to have seen the injuries on
that year-old boar," he says. "When he
came here, he didn't know what it was like
to be outside. He couldn't even move. He
was immobile. The animal had been in a
crate all of his life. It was at least three days
before he could walk around."
Mr. Frantzen called the company to
complain about the boar's condition. The
representative who answered his call
seemed unfazed by his complaint.
"He informed me he's got a master's degree in animal science from Iowa State, and
I informed him that any ten-year-old has
more common sense than [he does]," Mr.
Frantzen recalls.
There is a hint of defiance in Mr.
Frantzen's voice. And as his eyes squint into the late afternoon sun, a trace of a smile
on his face, its not hard to imagine him sitting in a diner carrying on a spirited, articulate debate. Mr. Frantzen seems to enjoy a
little controversy:
Many farmers, like most Americans, are
conformists. It takes a lot of courage to try an
unusual farming system. Unlike most businesses, farming is very public. Mr. Frantzens
neighbors can see exactly what hes doing as
they drive by on the gravel roads bordering
his fields and livestock buildings.
Mr. Frantzens own journey toward sustainable agriculture has been a long one. In
1979 it seemed unlikely that he would become a latter-day John the Baptist of agriculture, preaching that his profession had
better get religion and treat rural communities, the land, and its people and animals
in a more kindly manner.
At that time he was farming 218 acres,
using 165 acres to grow corn year after year
to feed his hogs, following a practice called
"continuous corn," a way of farming that
today is falling out of favor. It produced a
lot of feed for his hogs, but it also required
more fertilizer than some other methods.
He also used more insecticides to control
corn rootworrns and other pests that prey
on corn grown in a continuous system.
"The farm at that point in time was as
unsustainable as it ever got," Mr. Frantzen
recalls.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOHN NORTH HOLTORF
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Foraging in a harvested cornfield, Tom Frantzen's pigs have more than enough
room to enjoy the basic physical needs denied animals raised on factory farms.
Mr. Frantzen's life changed in October
of that year when the Pope visited Des
Moines to share the views of the Catholic
Church on land stewardship and rural life.
Mr. Frantzen's mother decided to make the
trip to a working farm museum outside
Des Moines, where the Pope was to speak.
Mr. Frantzen stayed home to paint the
bam. But he did take a radio up the ladder
with him to listen to the Pope's words.
He was surprised to find himself
moved by what he heard.
"He said the land is yours to be preserved for generation upon generation,"
Mr. Frantzen says. "I was so profoundly
struck by what he said that I wept. It's kind
of one of those things that reaches around
the comer and grabs you," he says.
Mr. Frantzen remembers walking
through the fields of his farm that beautiful
fall day.
"I felt powerfully moved that things
had to go in a different direction. The
Pope's message freed up my thinking."
It would take years for Mr. Frantzen's
farm to reach its current stage of development, where only 80 acres of com grow on
335 acres. But he had taken the first steps
toward change by crawling down the bam
ladder to reexamine his life and his farm.
Mr. Frantzen joined Practical Farmers
of Iowa, a group of farmers interested in
changing their farming methods to cut
down on or eliminate the use of farm
chemicals. Some are organic farmers. All
share an interest in practicing a type of
agriculture that can be sustained for generations into the future. And all are conducting on-farm research that uses scientific
replications and assistance from agricultural researchers at Iowa State University
Mr. Frantzen started changing his farm
from the ground up, switching to tillage
methods that cause less soil erosion and to
more sustainable crop rotations.
"It took close to ten years for [me to
make] significant changes in how I raise
hogs," he says.
That process received a boost in the

early '90s when he took a course in holistic
farm management offered through the
Land Stewardship Project of Minnesota.
Holistic farm management encourages
farm families to manage their farms according to their own personal values instead of
values that are encouraged by experts or by
society as a whole, Mr. Frantzen says.
Until then, Mr. Frantzen had followed
fairly conventional hog-raising practices.
Although he had farrowed sows (allowed
them to give birth) on pasture during the
summers, in 1972 he had built a "nursery"
for weaning young pigs from their mothers
and for winter farrowing. In 1974 he had
added open-faced buildings with concrete
floors where young pigs were "finished," or
fed to a weight considered best for slaughtering for meat production.
The farrowing building had crates of
metal bars that partially immobilized sows
giving birth to pigs. A typical crate is 21
inches wide, 4 feet high, and 6 feet long.
The sow can step backward but can't tum
around.
"The reason I put those farrowing
crates in was to get modem, like everybody
else, to be like everybody else. That's the
truth," Mr. Frantzen says. "It was in step
with the times."
But Mr. Frantzen never liked using farrowing crates. Sows often developed knee
abrasions from kneeling on concrete. Their
newborn pigs sometimes contracted pneumonia from sleeping on the drafty concrete
floors.
And Mr. Frantzen couldn't give his
sows a pat. "You couldn't touch the sow because she was so irritable," he says.
After taking the course in holistic management, Mr. Frantzen got rid of the farrowing crates. "Since those farrowing crates
were treating livestock in a way that was in
conflict with my values, those crates had to
go," he says. He switched to farrowing sows
in pens where they had straw bedding.
Not long after that, Mr. Frantzen had the
opportunity to visit Sweden to learn more
about its hog-raising systems. Swedish law

states that hogs must have a minimum
amount of space and be provided with straw
bedding. He learned that another reason
crates are stressful for sows is that they must
give birth where they defecate.
"No female on planet Earth wants to
give birth in the same spot where she
dungs," Mr. Frantzen says.
The last vestige of Mr. Frantzen's old industrial hog-production system was dismantled in the fall of 1997, when he
moved his pigs out of his old concrete finishing building and into new Quonsetshaped "hoop buildings" that are open to
the air on both ends (see page 15).
Living in small, metal-sided pens on
concrete floors, pigs being grown to market weight in finishing buildings respond
to their stressful living conditions by behaving cannibalistically, Mr. Frantzen says.
He couldn't wait to move the pigs out of
his old building.
"To go in [there] and have them biting
[each other's] tails and trying to kill each other was more than I could endure," he says.
Mr. Frantzen moved them into the
hoop buildings, where 180 pigs had an entire building to themselves.

When they moved in, the pigs ran
around in their new home the whole first day
and night, playing and digging in the straw
bedding, Mr. Frantzen recalls. The next
morning when he went to check on them,
"there were 180 pigs in a nest in the center,
snoring like crazy I laughed until I cried."
Research at Iowa State University
shows that the system Mr. Frantzen uses to
fatten hogs for market in hoop buildings is
nearly as efficient economically as the larger factory farms that mass-produce pork on
concrete. But smaller family farms are having an increasingly tough time producing
hogs in enough volume to make a living at
a time when industrial production of both
poultry and pork is flooding supermarkets
with relatively cheap meat.
Today Mr. Frantzen raises hogs for a
San Francisco company, the Niman Ranch,
which specializes in natural foods.
He sometimes talks to consumers who
complain of supermarket pork that has a
gamy taste, which Mr. Frantzen believes is
caused by raising animals in confinement.
He also speaks to groups of farmers all over
the country, spreading the word.
The modern hog-producing system is

disconnected both from the needs of the
hogs and the wants of consumers, Mr.
Frantzen argues. "What we have today is
total separation," he says.
Today's industrial hog-production system uses technology that independent fanners like Mr. Frantzen willingly adopted in the
1970s, but now large, industrial-type farms
are increasingly falling into the hands of fewer owners. Now "they have hired flunkies
doing the torture," Mr. Frantzen says.
Mr. Frantzen is striving to create a fanning system that has a web of connectionsto the health of the land, to the needs and
wants of consumers, and to ways that hogs
want to be treated. He thinks other farmers
should do the same. •!•
Dan Looker is a freelance wiiter who lives in Des
Moines, Iowa.
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The slaughter of dogs and cats
is the fur industry's ugly secret

•

Join us as we launch our
Fur-Free 2000TM campaign.
Our goal: a fur-free millenium.
You can help by using the simple tools contained
in The HSUS's new Fur-Free 2000 campaign packet.
Packets contain one each of these great items:
Trapping: The Inside Story
Fact sheet detailing the cruelty of trapping and its effects on wildlife. 4 pageJ.

Caged Fur: The Inside Story
Fact sheet detailing the practice of raising animals in cages and killing them for their fur. 4 pageJ.

Questions and Answers about Fur
Fact sheet addressing common challenges to the anti-fur position. 4 paged.

WARNING: Stores where you shop may be contributing
to the suffering of animals.
Activist flyer aimed at department stores, with space on the back
for local group's contact information. 5 W' X 8 w~ double dlded.
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Chart of Death
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Lists major U.S. species of fur-bearing animals, killing methods,
and number killed annually in the United States.
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Fur-Free 2000 Stickers

;

-...

Sheet with nine 1" x 2" stickers, perfect for decorating envelopes
and greeting cards. (Also available in quantity; see coupon, below.)

,!

Your fUR-fREE 2000 Campaign
Packets and Stickers TODAY!
And for more information about our Fur-Free 2000
campaign, visit our Web site: www.hsus.org.
PLEASE SEND ME:

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
I

Campaign Packet $5.50

I

PM2216

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE $
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Fur-Free 2000, The HSUS, 2100 L St., NW,
Washington, DC 20037

0

Visa

0

MasterCard

0

Discover

Account 4F ________________ Expiration Date _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Subtotal $

State Sales Tax* $

Check

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Stickers 1 sheet/$.50,
50 sheets/$20.00, 100 sheets/$30.00,
500 sheets/$100.00 PM2215

Shipping and Handling $

0

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

1.00

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime Phone 4F (
All orders must be prepaid. Please make your check or money order payable to The Humane
Society of the United States. We ship UPS; please provide street address and allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery.
*Residents of these states should add applicable sales tax: CA (7.25%}, CT (6%}, DC (5.75%}, FL (6%},
IL (6.25%}, MA (5%}, MD (5%}, NJ (6%}, NY (7%}, OH (5%}, TX (6.25%}, VT (5%).
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HE HSUS HAS LONG
been in the forefront of
the fight against fur-the
trapping, "ranching," and
slaughter of millions of animals for fur fashions. Now
an eighteen-month investigation has uncovered new and shocking casualties of the global fur industry: cats and
dogs suffering and dying for their fur.
The investigation was conducted jointly by HSUS/Humane Society International
(HSI) and independent German journalist
Manfred Karremann. Investigators met
with killers, sellers, buyers, manufacturers,
retailers, and middlemen in Asia and
Europe. They documented brutally cruel
methods of slaughter, as well as
unspeakably
inhumane
conditions
for housing
and transporting
dogs and
cats. They
saw some
animals
bred for the
fur trade and
many others who were
obviously former pets,
probably stolen from
their owners. They saw
the pelts of cats of every
color and the skins of
German shepherds and
mixed-breed dogs-both
adults and puppies. Most of
the dogs bred and killed for the fur trade
are German shepherds, the same courageous and noble
breed that leads the
blind, rescues the victims of disasters, and
patrols our streets in
partnership with police
officers all across
America.

While we condemn the suffering of any
animal killed for fur, there is something
uniquely horrifying about the trade in dogs
and cats, about the brutal slaughter of animals who could be our own pets. Imagine,
for example, how investigators felt upon
seeing dogs who were about to be killed
but were still wagging their tails, showing
one last small measure of faith and hope in
humans. As one HSUS/HSI investigator explained, "Looking at these animals, I
couldn't help thinking about the enormous
trust that dogs and cats place in people.
The magnitude of the betrayal of that trust
that we witnessed was truly beyond belief,
and all to satisfy a selfish desire for fur
products."
Investigators visited factories, showrooms, and auction houses where dog and
cat pelts and garments were sold openly,
often alongside furs made from minks, foxes, bobcats, and other traditional victims of
the fur industry These products were available to buyers and retailers from around
the world, including the United States.
Patricia A. Forkan, HSUS executive vice
president, points out that the open marketing of dog and cat fur should not come as a
surprise. "Selling the fur of the same kind
of animals who share our homes may outrage and offend us. But it's important to realize that to the fur industry, dogs and cats
are just products to be bought and sold.
The fur industry is a global entity, and
it's all connected. Dogs and cats may
be killed in China or Korea, their pelts
may be sold to countries like Germany,
France, or Italy for processing and finishing, and they may end up as products sold anywhere in the world, even
here in the United States." In fact,
HSUS/HSI investigators recently found
jackets trimmed with what the label referred to as "Mongolia dog fur" at a major
retailer with stores across the country

As many as twenty-four domestic
cats may have been killed to make
the coat at left; as many as fifteen
German shepherds may have been
killed to make the coat at right.

This investigation has also shown that
there is almost no way for average consumers, in the United States or abroad, to
be sure they are not buying dog or cat fur
when buying many fur products, particularly fur-trimmed items.
One problem is the
lack of reliable labeling. Each year
millions of fur
pelts are imported into the
United States
from countries all over
the world,
including
China and
other Asian
countries.
Although
the U.S. Department of
Commerce keeps statistics on fur and leather
imports and exports,
species-specific data is
kept only for certain animals. A wide range of fur
and skin products are
grouped together in a category that includes pelts from any species of animal not
specifically defined by the department, including cats and dogs. Meanwhile,
federal law in no way prohibits the
importation of domestic dog or cat
pelts into the United States.
Complicating the labeling issue
even more, 1998 amendments
to the U.S. Fur Products
Labeling Act now exempt fur products
costing less than
$150-a price
range into
which most
fur-trimmed
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garments and accessories fall-from labeling requirements.
Investigators also learned that many
companies and individuals involved in the
trade of cat and dog fur use pseudonyms
and mislabeling to disguise the true identity of their products.
For example, "gae wolf' is a popular fur
in the cheaper end of the German fur market. But many German consumers don't
know that gae wolf is one of the fur industry's pseudonyms for domestic dog-or
that the dog most often used for gae-wolf
garments is the German shepherd. Another
example of a misleading pseudonym appeared in a 1995 article in Fur Age Weekly,
a major fur industry trade publication,
which reported, "Other major items of production (aside from fox and mink) include

weasel, kolinsky, goupee (an animal
unique to China), fox, rabbit, leopard cat,
squirrel and lamb." The truth, however, is
that "goupee" is a term for dog fur, not for
"an animal unique to China."
Investigators were told that companies
were willing to put any label that the customer wanted on a garment, effectively disguising the country of origin and the
species of animal used.
Dog and cat fur, especially when
sheared and/or dyed, is virtually indistinguishable from the fur of animals such as
minks or foxes. While investigators saw
many poor-quality fur pieces and garments, they also saw high-quality items.
According to an HSUS/HSI investigator, "I
used to think that dog or cat fur would be
easy to detect. And after more than a year

For sale this fall in the store of a major
U.S. retailer, this jacket is trimmed
with what the label (inset) openly
acknowledges is "Mongolia dogfur."
of looking at this stuff, I was quite sure I
could tell what I was handling. But I was
shocked at the high quality of some of the
products I saw on my last trip to China. In
fact, now every time I see a piece of fur
trim, I have to wonder."
If consumers can't ascertain the source
of the finished fur item they're buying, and

An lnvestigator!ls Logbook

Trucks transport dogs who have been
crammed into cages without food or water
for their terrifying journey to slaughter.
The trip across Thailand can take days.

A cat fur coat
(left) is on display
in China; an
investigator and
a Chinese factory
representative
(inset) display a
plate of cat fur.

Not even puppies are spared from
slaughter (above); a mixed-breed dog is
tethered with wire (middle); after being
left out in the snow, a dog will be stuffed
into a sack for transport (below).
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TS THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT
in a city in northeast Thailand as
a truck packed with seventy-five
ogs arrives at a local slaughter'
ouse. The dogs are mixed breeds,
German shepherds, and others. They are
destined for the leather trade. Some appear well groomed and trusting; others
are shy and frightened. Two men with
heavy sticks stand ready atop the roof of a
low structure onto which the dogs are unloaded. One dog after another, howling in
pain, is pulled from the truck by means of
a wire noose attached to a wooden "catch
pole." A black mixed-breed pup watches
in terror as his companions are brutally
slaughtered. A heart -shaped pendant with
the word "Love" hangs from the collar
around his neck.
Early on a cold day in january 1998, a
train pulls out of Beijing, China, and
heads for Datong, a town several hundred
miles southwest of China's capital city On
board in a private compartment, representatives of a large fur garment
manufacturing company sit
drinking tea and discussing
the cat and dog fur business with
a foreign visitor, a businessman
from America. They don't know
that their guest

is Richard W Swain Jr., HSUS vice president of Investigative Services, or that the
two people who accompany him are also
undercover investigators.
Our destination is Yang Yuan, a brief
stop on the way to Datong and too small
to be identified on our map. As the train
gets farther away from modern, bustling
Beijing, the increasingly desolate scenery
reminds us of how far from home we really are. We try not to think of the predicament we might find ourselves in were our
true identities to be revealed; we have infiltrated a government company, and
China is well known for its intolerance of
people who disagree with its policies.
We arrive in Yang Yuan five hours later
and are transported by taxi through streets
crowded with bicycles and donkeys
pulling carts. We stop at the town's only
hotel, one of the few structures that does
not appear to be in some stage of collapse.
That afternoon we are escorted through
rubble- and trash-filled alleyways to the
fur company's warehouse. Stacks of animal
skins of all kinds line the walls of the warehouse; "finished" orange and gray tabby
cat fur coats hang alongside coats made
from minks and foxes. Mr. Swain inspects
what appears to be a golden retriever pelt;
it sells for $14. A fur "plate" consisting of
sewn-together skins from the heads of
thirty-six gray tabby cats sells for $15.
It's several weeks later and hundreds
of miles away; the setting is Harbin, a
town in a northeastern province of China.
Before dawn on another bitterly cold

even a trained investigator can't be sure,
what about retail buyers, retailers, and
fashion designers?
Those who buy pelts for making finished
fur products certainly know when they are
trading in dog and cat fur. Beyond that, its
anyones guess. Once a pelt is fashioned into
gloves, ear muffs, or trim on a jacket, the ambiguous labeling makes determining the origin of the fur an impossible task.
That's why The HSUS has published an
expose containing the findings of our investigation and why we are sending it to
those who have a direct impact on the use
of fur: fashion designers, buyers, retailers,
media, and consumers. According to Ms.
Forkan, our strategy is to reach those who
up to now have been able to distance
themselves from the cruelties behind every

In a Chinese factory, piles of
dog furs (right) are turned into
coats and jackets . Cat fursdressed skins and finished
garments-are openly
displayed in a Beijing fur
and leather company (below).

morning, the working day at the local
butcher shop begins. In a small cement
structure located adjacent to the butchers
facility, half a dozen dogs of varying
breeds, tethered by thin metal wires, shiver in the darkness. Above them, the bodies of skinned dogs hang from hooks in
the ceiling.
The silence is eerie; there is no sound
except for the quiet whimpering of a
puppy lying on the frozen ground. The
puppy's eyes are barely open; he is too
weak to move. The building is unheated,
and the dogs have no food or water. Most
of them arrived the night before, having
endured hours of transport from breedMore than three
thousand dogs suffered
terrible deaths to make
the coats that here
await shipment from
a Chinese company
to Russia. Each box
contains approximately
eleven coats.

fur fashion. "Those who make money from
the fur industry or buy fur products may
truly think that traditional fur-bearing animals are somehow less capable of
suffering. That illusion should be
shattered when they're faced with
the horrors of the dog and cat fur
trade. We hope those people will be
shocked into finally understanding
that fur is a product that can exist only
through the suffering and death of
millions of animals. Dogs and cats
are merely the victims most of us know
the best and love the most."
The HSUS stresses that there is only
one sure way to avoid buying, using, or
selling dog and cat fur, especially in the
case of fur trim-simply don't buy, use, or
sell fur at all. And buying, using, or selling

ing farms, packed
in burlap bags.
The dogs cower
as the door opens
and two men enter
the building. A
German shepherd
and a chow mix are
dragged outside and stuffed into burlap
bags for transport to another slaughtering
location.
In October we make a final trip to
China, arriving in the city of Zhengzhou,
where we meet with representatives from
another company that manufactures dog
and cat fur garments. We travel by car several hours out of Zhengzhou to the company's factories. A large part of the journey
takes us through the countryside via narrow and largely unpaved roads, past many
small villages and fields. We stop at a village that is holding an outdoor market.
Our hosts tell us that the people here
have never seen Americans. Local residents surround us as we walk through the
village toward the location of the local
butcher, which turns out to be a small
courtyard enclosed by crumbling brick
walls. The butcher proudly displays
stacks of sheep and cow hides being preserved with salt, as well as fresh hides, still
bloody, from cows killed that morning.
In a few months it will be a collection site
for cat and dog skins. The stench is unbearable. We do not stay long.
As on our previous trips to China, we
tour huge warehouses full of cat and dog
furs. Surrounded by stacks of tabby cat
and German shepherd skins, we are over-

any fur only serves to support the fur industry as a whole-including that portion
of the fur industry that
slaughters helpless
dogs and cats.
"What Is That
They're Wearing?"our graphic expose
of the use of dog
and cat fur worldwide (left)-is
available from The
HSUS, 2100 L St.,
NW, Washington,
DC 20037, for
$4 plus $1 shipping and
handling. (Warning: The expose contains graphic and disturbing photos and
information.) •!•

whelmed by the enormity of the suffering
represented here; we know that all of
these animals died agonizing deaths, by
being strangled, drowned, or bled to
death. Many were skinned alive. On this
trip we make another chilling discoverylarge quantities of dog fur are being dyed
black or brown, making it virtually indistinguishable from other kinds of fur, such
as fur from foxes. During our visit workers are packing hundreds of dyed, finished coats into boxes for export.
Back in Thailand the young black dog
with the word "Love" on his heart -shaped
pendant trembles in fear as a man reaches
in and grabs him by the collar. Instead of
being dragged to the men with the heavy
sticks, however, he is placed in the arms
of an undercover investigator. Rescued
moments before suffering a cruel death,
he will find a safe and loving home far
from this place of terror and pain.
-Virginia L. Bollinger, HSUS director of
Special Projects, Investigative Services

One small black puppy with a heartshaped pendant on his collar escapes
being brutally slaughtered for the fur
trade. Investigators were able to rescue
him and place him in a loving home.
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S JANUARY POUNDS THE
northern states with ice and snow, birds
huddle under the protection of spruce
boughs for the night, and rabbits sleep in
grass-lined burrows under spreading yews.
In the southeastern and southwestern
states, January doesn't have the same
chilling power, and wildlife there can still
forage through the year-round greenery
Wherever you live, the natural world
surrounds you. You are part of it, and you
can make your interaction with that world
as intricate or as simple as you want. One
of the best and easiest ways to have more
22
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interaction with the natural world around
you is to create a backyard sanctuary for
your wild neighbors.
No matter how large, small, natural, or
developed your property is, you can make
it more attractive and useful for the wildlife
that lives around you by providing features
that meet their basic needs: shelter, food,
and water. Provide for one or more of these
needs, and wildlife will use what you have
provided. Although the use of native
plants in the landscape is becoming
more common, a landscape need not be
composed of plants indigenous to the area

in which you live to be of value to wildlife;
the berries of a Chinese or English holly
will be just as attractive to birds as are those
of American hollies.
Landscapes that welcome backyard
wildlife can include anything from a
massive windbreak of evergreen trees to a
containerized shrub on a deck. Vinecovered arbors, trellises, and walls can also
be useful to wildlife. Trees, shrubs, vines,
herbaceous plants, and ground covers offer
food, cover, shade, resting places, and
nesting sites for mammals, birds,
amphibians, reptiles, and insects. What

By Richard Farinat:o

,,

A woodchuck, northern flicker, and
rabbit enjoy habitats made hospitable
to wildlife. Offering such habitats
brings feelings of intimacy with nature
and the satisfaction of helping animals.
Providing a hospitable habitat, however,
is different from purposely feeding ·
wildlife. Even though the same impulses
that move us toward creating a truly
humane society may also move us to
purposely feed wildlife, such feeding can
inflame others' anti-wildlife attitudes.

matters is not so much the type of plant or
how extensive the plantings are but
whether the environment offers a place to
search for food or a leafy place to hide.
Animals are adaptable and will take
advantage of whatever meets their needs on
a permanent or seasonal basis.
If you want to design or modify a
landscape with wildlife in mind, consider
these basic points.
Trees, shrubs, vines, and ground covers
may be evergreen, semi-evergreen, or
deciduous in their growth patterns. All can
benefit wildlife by providing shelter,
protection from predators, and nesting
sites. In areas with cold winter weather,
plants that carry foliage all year, be they
needle or broad-leaf evergreens, provide
year-round shelter, extending their
usefulness to animals. Hardy examples
include English ivy, hollies, and junipers.
Plants can directly provide a range of
food items for wildlife in the form of bark,
twigs, buds, foliage, flowers, and fruits;
indirectly, they also feed and shelter insects
and other animals that in tum sustain
other species. Woody plants that produce
berries, nuts, or similar fruits often carry
these foods late into the fall and sometimes
into winter. Herbaceous annual and
perennial plants usually have a more
compressed cycle of growth. By combining
such plant types, the gardener provides a
changing table of tempting foods. Examples
of plants that provide food for wildlife
include cotoneasters, dogwoods, hollies,
pyracanthas, roses, sunflowers, and thistles.
Each type of foliage texture and plant
height allows for use by different species of
wildlife. Heavier cover from fine-textured
plants welcomes shy or furtive birds. A
more open growth pattern allows a bird to

perch safely and scan the area. Different
levels within one tall tree or shrub are
attractive to different animals. Lowgrowing annuals, perennials, ground
covers, and shrubs will serve the needs of
ground-dwelling species such as
chipmunks, juncos, rabbits, and thrushes;
while chickadees, jays, owls, squirrels, and
woodpeckers head for the tops of the trees
to feed and nest. Diversity in the plant
community leads to diversity in the animal
community it attracts.
Groupings of plants create masses that
can feed and shelter many individuals of
social species and provide safe "islands" for
movement over the terrain by other
animals. They act like stepping stones over
a creek, allowing for a leisurely and safe
passage through the landscape.
Even tidy or manicured gardens and
yards can include a natural or "wild" corner
tucked in somewhere. For instance, if left
uncut, typical lawn grasses such as
bluegrass, fescue, or rye provide effective
and attractive miniature meadows that are
valuable for animals year-round. Left
standing through the winter, the dry leaves
of ornamental grasses such as fountain grass,
maiden grass, and pampas grass create
desirable shelter. The branches of dead trees
or substantial woody shrubs appeal to many
species and should be considered where
possible as part of an overall landscape that
provides shelter, nest sites, food, and
observation points for animals.
Attracting wildlife with landscape
plantings utilizes nature's bounty, but
wildlife-friendly features can be man-made
as well. Nest boxes and feeding stations are

often included in the garden to entice
wildlife to live in or frequent the area, as
are decorative rocks or stone walls. Pruned
branches, old Christmas trees, and dead
tree limbs may be placed to create a brush
pile that offers shelter and foraging space.
A source of water is both pleasing to
people and irresistible to animals. The
traditional birdbath on a pedestal has
evolved into backyard ponds, waterfalls,
streambeds, and container water gardens.
Any source of water should have gently
sloped sides so that animals have access to
shallow water that they can walk in and
out of safely. A sloping stone placed in a
birdbath encourages a variety of avian
bathing activities.
Look at your backyard just the way it is
to see if the landscape already contains
usable features for wildlife. Keep in mind
the exposures of your property, the
directions of wind, and the elevations of
the ground. Where do the coldest or
strongest winds blow? Would a windbreak
of tall evergreens fit in there? Is there a
poorly drained low spot? Could that area
become a bog or water garden?

Creating a haven for
wildlife can be easy and
rewarding.
Identify the plants that you already
have. Do they have value in terms of food
or shelter? Be creative in your critique,
keeping in mind that all plants are dynamic
living things and that the landscape is a
changing living entity. Instead of pruning or
shearing plants into "green meatballs," let
them assume their natural shapes and
patterns. Look for nests to appear that
weren't there before. Allowing a season or
two of uncontrolled growth makes a great
difference in shape and in fruit production.
Instead of cutting the last roses of summer
from your rose bushes, allow them to turn
into rose hips, enticing to finches,
grosbeaks, and mockingbirds.
Developing or modifying your backyard
for wildlife is an ongoing process once you
learn to see your environment as wildlife
sees it. Creating a haven for wildlife can be
easy and rewarding. All it takes is an
interest in animals and in the surroundings
you know best-your own backyard. As
your personal sanctuary develops, so will
the feeling that you are part of the natural
community around you. •:•
Richard Farinato is HSUS director of Captive Wildlife
Protection and aformer landscaping professional.
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Wildlife-Friendly on a Budget

TS WINTER. UNLESS YOU LIVE
in the warmer areas of the United
States, the garden is asleep.
Creating new flower beds,
adding new plants, installing a
terrace, planning the vegetable gardena whirlwind of mental activity takes place
now, when outside work is not pressing
or is impossible to do. So, let's assume
you want to include wildlife in your
plans for this spring. What might you do?
Plant a sunflower patch. There are
many new sunflower varieties in a range
of both blazing and
subtle colors and combinations. Sizes range
from 15-inch dwarfs to
8-foot giants. The seed
heads that these plants
produce attract birds
and small mammals. By
carefully choosing varieties from seed catalogs
and nurseries (a packet
of seeds costs $1-$4),
Occasionally
you can have a display
available in
of color from early sumgarden centers
mer until the first frost,
as plants that
plus provide a food
have already
source that can last well
been started,
into the winter.
sunflowers
What~ involved: purare usually
chasing
seed, preparing
planted as
a bed (or large conseeds in the
garden where
tainer), seeding, waterthey are to
ing, staking for tall
grow.
varieties.
Let them eat berries. Cotoneaster,
holly, ligustrum, pyracantha, and
viburnum are just a few examples of
shrubs that produce attractive (to you
and to wildlife) fruits in a range of colors.
Many of these old standby shrubs have
new varieties that carry masses of berries
and are more diverse in size, texture, and

growth pattern than they used to be. Visit
local nurseries to see what appeals to you
most and what will succeed in your area.
What's involved: purchasing containerized plants ($8-$40), preparing the
soil, fertilizing, watering, possibly pruning later on.
Water the wildlife. A water feature is
a magnet for wildlife and soothing to
human residents. You can purchase a
birdbath (right) or set
up a water garden or
small pond, using
either a commercially
fabricated pond or a
rubber or vinyl liner.
Whenever possible,
design the pond so that
there are sloping,
shallow beach areas
that will allow small
mammals and birds to
walk into the water to
drink or bathe. Set
sloping stones or
boulders in the water
that create watering or
bathing ledges.

Rooted and
floating aquatic
and semi-aquatic
plants (iris,
parrot's feather,
water hyacinth)
will allow you to
create a pretty
picture all
summer in
northern areas,
and year-round
in some climate
zones (left). If
your container is
twelve or more
~ inches deep, you
~ can add a potted
~ water lily.

What's involved:
purchasing a birdbath,
container, or liner
($20-$80), excavating the site, adding
plants and rocks, occasionally cleaning
the "pond."
Lose the lawn-or at least part of it.
Instead of mowing the grass from
property line to property line, find some
spots that could be made more wildlifefriendly. Use annual, perennial, or
evergreen ground covers ($1-$10),
shrubs, and vines, or a combination of
them, to provide the low cover that many
nestling birds and baby mammals need to
survive when they are first out of the nest
or on their own. Check with local garden
Cotoneasters (left) are among the attractive, commonly available plants that can
provide nourishment for wildlife throughout the winter; hollies (below) provide
~ear-,;houndifsheldter as hwbell as a food supply
;or a ost o wi neig ors.

1

~

centers for what thrives in your area.
What~ involved: removal of existing
plant material or grass, preparing a bed,
purchasing plants, planting, controlling
weeds until plants have crowded them
out without your help.

z

~
_,i

~
~

In sun or shade-north, south, east, or
west-there are plants that will provide
good cover, including daylilies (above),
ferns, honeysuckles, hostas, ivies, liriopes,
ornamental grasses, trailing roses,
and more.
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. ight ...
The Gentle Leader offers hope for the boisterous dog
T'S A BEAUTIFUL EVENING. THE SUN IS SETTING. halter. Trying to lead a horse by a rope around his neck is difficult
The birds are settling into the trees. What a great time to for even the strongest person. But put on a halter and a lead rope,
take a nice quiet walk with your canine companion! You and you have much greater control requiring much less strength.
snap on the leash, open the door ... and Whipshot flies With horses or with dogs, control the head, and the body will foldown the stairs, practically pulling your arm out of the low. Using a headcollar is like having power steering."
Randall Lockwood, Ph.D., HSUS vice president for Training
socket. You fly down the street behind him, shouting,
Initiatives and an expert on animal behavior, says that the science
"Heel, Whipshot, heel!"
You need a Gentle Leader®, say many experts. The Gentle of the Gentle Leader is sound. "The Gentle Leader allows a human
Leader is an innovative headcollar that can help change many un- to 'talk' to a dog in a language the dog immediately understands.
desirable canine behaviors quickly, without pain or punishment. The correction messages sent by the Gentle Leader are messages a
dog is biologically prepared to pay attention to, and it all goes back
In fact, its inventors call it "The 10 Minute Attitude Adjuster."™
One of the inventors of the Gentle Leader, veterinarian and an- to wolf behavior. Thats something that can't be said about other
imal behaviorist Robert K. Anderson, DVM., describes it as a be- methods of correction. In all my years of studying wolves, I've
havior management system that uses a dog's natural instincts to never seen one wolf hit another wolf with a rolled-up newspaper!
The wrong correction only serves to frighteffect change.
en and confuse a dog."
Here's how it works. The Gentle Leader
Dr. Lockwood also offers a personal
is basically two soft nylon straps, a collar
testimonial. "A couple of years ago, when
strap that fits snugly high up on the dog's
my daughter, Susan, was seven years old,
neck and a nose strap that loops loosely
our neighbors adopted an adult Shetland
around the dog's muzzle. (Instructions that
sheepdog, and Susan wanted to walk and
come with the Gentle Leader illustrate pretrain her. Kelly wasn't that big-only about
cisely how to fit the headcollar; proper fit is
twenty pounds. But Susan weighed only
essential to effective, humane control.)
about forty pounds, and walking Kelly was
When the leash is pulled, the pressure
a challenge because of the dogs strong
exerted by the headcollar mimics two imherding instinct. She'd lunge every time a
portant kinds of canine communication.
car went by, trying to 'herd' it! Within days
The collar strap places gentle pressure on
of using the Gentle Leader, Kelly had
precisely the spot where a mother dog
learned to sit when a car passed by, and
would grasp a pup. This pressure has a
Susan could walk her with ease."
calming, comforting effect on the dog. At
Professionals and pet owners who use
the same time, the nose loop applies mild
the Gentle Leader say it can be used for
pressure around the muzzle. To a dog, this
pressure sends a message as ancient as the is not a muzzle: dogs
more than just to keep a dog from pulling
wolf pack: a dominant wolf disciplines a can comfortably
on the leash. It can be used to correct
subordinate by placing his mouth around pant, drink, bark,
jumping and aggressive behavior, for exthe other's muzzle-not biting, but using or play ball (inset)
ample. When you're home with your dog,
the gesture to say, "OK, stop what you're w~i~e wearing i~, ~en
the headcollar can be attached to a special
doing right now!"
Wit out supervlSlon.
indoor training cord (a lightweight, 10Unlike traditional training devices that depend on the human foot-long cord that is sold with the headcollar and clips to it like a
at the end of the leash to give a timely correction, the Gentle leash) to provide control for dogs who tend to get into garbage,
Leaders correction is instantaneous, triggered by the dog's own ac- chew the furniture, chase the cat, or bolt out of the house the
tions. just as important, the instant the dog stops the action, the minute the door is opened. (The training cord should be detached
tension is released, and the dog interprets that release as a reward if the dog is home alone.) The Gentle Leader can also be used to
teach a dog not to bark-a gentle pull on the leash or cord and the
for the right behavior. Voila. Lesson completed.
Once the Gentle Leader is fitted properly, a dog wearing it can nose loop will close the dogs mouth and stop the barking. It can
still open his mouth, eat, drink, play, and bark-even bite. The be used by dog owners, veterinarians, and groomers to control
Gentle Leader does not function as a muzzle. It can be safely left on dogs while they're being examined or treated, or even while havwhen the dog is home alone (although the recommendation is to ing their nails clipped.
Behaviorists say the Gentle Leader provides an easy, painless
take it off for at least a few hours every day), or it can be worn only
way to curb a pups natural tendency to nip and be mouthy with
when you're walking the dog or addressing a particular behavior.
The Gentle Leaders design also makes controlling dogs of any the other members of his pack-his humans-especially young
size possible for everyone, including children and the elderly children. Because it exerts only gentle pressure, it's easy to close
According to Dr. Anderson, "One of our inspirations was the horse the pups mouth when he starts to nip without worrying about
26
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damaging the soft cartilage of a young pups nose.
Scott Line, DVM., Ph.D., a veterinary behaviorist
in private practice in North Carolina, says it's a
good tool to use in puppy socialization classes. He
adds, "The Gentle Leader is very helpful for people just starting out with a pup or adolescent dog,
especially a dog who tends to pick on the kids in
the family It gives even a young child a means to
control a dog and doesn't require adult strength."
(Any interaction between young children and animals should be supervised by an adult.)
The Gentle Leader also seems to be gaining in
popularity with dog trainers, although it is not accepted for use in obedience competitions. Dr.
Anderson points out that the theory of training
with the Gentle Leader is somewhat different
from the theory of traditional obedience training.
"Classic obedience training tends to emphasize
form and precision-a dog is supposed to sit )ust
so,' for example. The Gentle Leader emphasizes
quick, humane control. Its not important how your
dog sits-just that he sits when you want him to."
Cindy Briggs, who owns All Dog Playskool, a
dog day care and training center in Virginia, is a
trainer whose lifes work was virtually saved by
the Gentle Leader. "I was an obedience trainer for
more than fifteen years and always used choke
collars. But about five years ago, I was ready to
give up dog training because I was so sick of
'choking' dogs to correct them. And I was really
sick of handing the lead over to an owner who
couldn't use a choke collar properly" Her search The Gentle Leader's design makes controlling dogs of any size possible for everyfor a better way led to her discovery of the Gentle one, including children. "The Gentle Leader allows a human to 'talk' to a dog
Leader.
in a language the dog immediately understands," says Randall Lockwood, Ph.D.
Ms. Briggs now uses the Gentle Leader on the
hundreds of dogs she trains each year in group and individual Virginia-based Premier Pet Products, explains, "Pet owners are so
classes. "I now come at this work from the approach that these dogs totally conditioned to thinking a collar is the only way to go that
are pets," says Ms. Briggs. "Most dogs don't need to develop compe- we felt that taking a slow approach, building the right educational
tition skills. People just want a well-mannered dog. So now I train foundation, would be in the best long-term interest of the product.
with the Gentle Leader and have lots of fun-even teaching games We think of the Gentle Leader as so much more than just another
and tricks-but without pain, chokers, or prong collars." She adds item in our product line. We're in the business of providing prodthat another benefit of the headcollar is that most dogs respond ucts and services that strengthen relationships between people and
within one or two sessions, so owners don't have to go through an their pets. The Gentle Leader provides a way to bridge the lan~
entire obedience course to get results. "When people get a new dog, guage barrier between the average dog owner and his pet."
they don't want to wait eight weeks to be able to walk him," she obPremierhas concentrated most of its sales efforts on the professerves.
sional market-trainers, veterinarians, and animal shelters. It feels
If the Gentle Leader is so great, why isn't every dog in America that a pet owner buys and learns to use a unique product such as
wearing one?
the Gentle Leader best when introduced to it by someone with exEven though the product was developed in Minnesota in the perience. In fact, consumers calling Premier's 800 number will be
1980s, it has been nationally marketed by Premier Pet Products matched with a local source for the headcollar whenever possible.
exclusively for only four or five years. Premier has taken a cautious If there is no local source, Premier will sell the headcollar system
approach, not because it has concerns about the product, but be- directly to the consumer and will then serve as a resource for quescause it has so much confidence in it. Sharon Bennett, president of tions and problems.
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"So far, the only problems we've seen with the Gentle Leader
are that some people at first resist using it because they think it
looks like a muzzle, and they worry that other people will be
afraid of their dogs. We're confronting that issue by producing the
product in a variety of 'friendly' colors and patterns, with matching leashes. The other issue is that many dogs will try to paw the
headcollar off when they're first fitted. We tell owners to just wait
it out. Usually dogs get used to the headcollar within a few minutes, although some resist the first few times you put it on." Dr.
Lockwood adds that once dogs learn to associate the headtollar
with a pleasant experience-a nonconfrontational walk, for example, or a treat-they actually seem eager to wear it.
The Gentle Leader can be fitted on almost every dog, but it
shouldn't be used on short-nosed dogs with breathing problems. If
you have any questions about your dogs health, talk to your veterinarian about your concerns before getting a headcollar.
The dog can't slip or paw off the Gentle Leader when it is properly fitted. Also, it can be converted to a traditional collar. The
nose loop can be removed and slipped through the ring connecting it to the neck collar so that the dog wears just a collar and
leash. If circumstances warrant, the nose loop can
be slipped right back on.
Dr. Anderson and his coinventors, obedience
trainers Ruth Foster and Jeff Levine, began work
on the Gentle Leader with the

goal of developing a humane, painless training
device that anyone could use. But because they
knew that behavior problems are a major reason
for surrendering animals to shelters, they also
wanted a tool that would allow dog owners to
address a wide range of behavior problems
quickly and easily. As Dr. Anderson says,
"Behavior is the glue that holds human and aniINCORRECT
mal relationships together. When theres a fracture, that bond is broken." And the animals
often pay the price.
Martha C. Armstrong, HSUS vice president
for Companion Animals, agrees. But she also
warns that even a product as sound as the
Gentle Leader cannot solve all behavior
problems on its own. She adds, "As important
as training a dog is, its not a substitute for consistent love, care, and attention-and lots of it." CORRECT
Ms. Armstrong also notes that with some extreme or chronic behavioral problems, a
pet owner may need to consult a profes- The Gentle Leader
sional animal behaviorist or a veterinarian. (left) comes with
The Gentle Leader retails for about $30 an easy-to-read
and includes the headcollar, matching four- training booklet,
foot outdoor leash, ten-foot indoor training complete with fullcord, and a full-color training booklet. The color illustrations
Gentle Leader Step by Step Training Video is (above). A stepavailable for $14.95. For information on by-step video is
how to order, call Premier Pet Products at also available.
l-800-933-5595. ·:·

We protect wild. animals by helping caringlalldown~rs est~blish permanent-wildlife sanctuaries.

If you have land you want kept safe for wildlife, call us. Your call will take a minute.
The results could last forever.
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OU'VE MADE GOOD DECISIONS••••
You've come to a time in your life when you
can take pride in knowing you've done things
the right way. You've saved. You've invested
wisely. It hasn't always been easy. But now
you can express your
commitment to animal
protection while also
ensuring yourself
a lifelong income.
Make one more
good decision. Let
The HSUS tell you
about our Charitable
Gift Annuity program.
An HSUS Charitable
Gift Annuity can pay
you an income of up
to 12 percent per year.
To learn more please complete the coupon below
and mail it to Robert Brennan, Director of
Planned Giving, The HSUS, 2100 L St., NW,
Washington, DC 20037.

Yes, I want to learn how I can make another good decision. Please send me a complimentary, confidential overview of the
benefits of an HSUS Charitable Gift Annuity.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date of birth _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Best time of day to call _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~ual~
THE HUMANE SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES, WASHINGTON,

DC 20037

~ Jlllliilll,~

Due to state law requirements, charitable gift annuities through The HSUS are not currently available to residents of Alabama, Arkansas, California, Hawaii, Iowa, New Jersey, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, or Wisconsin.

